**CLASSIFICATION**
DNV | 1A1 ICE-C | EO | HELIDECK

**PROPELION**
2 X ROLLS-ROYCE BERGEN DIESEL / BRG6

**FUEL TYPE**
MGO

**GROSS TONNAGE**
4,547

**LENGTH**
80.60m

**BREADTH**
18.8m

**DRAFT**
7.65m

**ENDURANCE AT SEA**
72 DAYS

**PULLING CAPACITY @ 5KTS**
45 TONNES

**COMMUNICATIONS**
DUAL VSAT

**MAX. TRANSIT SPEED**
12.5 KNOTS

**SOURCE VESSEL**
IMO 9048706   |   YEAR BUILT: 1992   |   FLAG: PANAMA

**SEISMIC INFO**
- Efficient Monowing deflection system Doors/Baro 43
- Spread width Wide Tow Source up to 200m
- Infield geophysics capacity Reveal 4.1
- Calibrated marine sources SHarpsig
- TRISOR-1 source system
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